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SEE ON

THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL PER WATT 
BEAM LIGHT

After revolutionizing the world of show lighting with its ‘beam concept’, 
Clay Paky now presents Sharpy, a 189W moving beam light with an 
unprecedented brightness that until now has only been achievable 
with far higher wattages. Sharpy produces a perfectly parallel, laser-
like beam with an incredible output of almost 60,000 lx at 20m. Its 
secret lies in its highly professional optical group combined with a 
cutting-edge Philips Platinum lamp complete with a reflector. Due to 
the tiny arc of the source, the light emission is focused on an incred-
ibly small area, generating a perfectly parallel beam. Sharpy is also 
ground-breaking for the purity of its beam which is sharply defined 
and free of any halo or discoloration around the edges. It offers 14 
dichroic colors and 17 gobos, allowing you to change the shape of 
the beam and create an array of spectacular mid-air effects. Addi-
tionally the focusing system produces sharp-edge pattern projection 
even at very long distances. Last but not least, Sharpy is very small 
and lightweight – 48 cm x 16 kg (19 in x 35 lbs) – incredibly powerful 
for its size and eye-catching in design. Easy to install and transport, it 
can be fitted anywhere, on trusses at live and TV events, on stage, in 
showrooms or conference rooms. Sharpy is also eco-friendly with its 
very low energy consumption. 

SHARPY
CRYSTALLIZING ENERGY INTO PURE LIGHT

Sharpy weighs 16 Kg (35 lbs) only!

“We never thought we’d see a 190-watt light 
that we could use in Wembley Arena”. 
[PLASA Jury 2010]
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SIZE & WEIGHT 16 Kg (35 lbs 3 oz)

code C61375

MAIN FEATURES
• Light source: Philips MSD Platinum 5R (8,000 K)
• Nominal lamp life: 2,000 hours
• Power supply: 115-230 V; 50/60 Hz
• Power consumption: 350VA at 230 V 50 Hz
• 3-lens HQ optical group (patent pending)
• Zoom: from zero to 3.8º
• Focus: electronic
• Light output at 20 meters (65 feet): 59,760 lux (5,552 fc)
• Color wheel with 14 fixed colors
• Gobo wheel with 17 fixed gobos
• High speed shake effect
• 8-facet rotating prism
• Linear frost filter
• Mechanical shutter and adjustable speed strobe effect
• Mechanical dimmer
• Control channels: 20

www.claypaky.it/en/promo/multimedia/sharpy-moving-light-teaser-II 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcwxPytxm10

2010
HONORABLE MENTION
as Best Debuting Lighting Product
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Brilliant mirror finish adds a discreet flash of glamour
Sharpy is also available in shiny mirror-finish chrome, making it discreet on stage, sets 
and interiors, and ideal for TV studios, showrooms, fairs, conference rooms and at in-
dustrial presentations.
With its new chrome plating, Sharpy brings an element of glamour, while still preserving 
its optimal thermal features (heat dissipation deteriorates most finishes, but does not 
affect the Sharpy’s in any way). The Chrome Sharpy also blends seamlessly into its 
setting, becoming less visible to the eye by reflecting the light and surrounding environ-
ment.

dark blue CTB CTO 1 CTO 2 cyan magenta yellow

pink lavender light green deep green aquamarine orange dark red A masterpiece of mechanical miniaturization

SELECTION OF SHARPY FEATURES

CHROME-PLATED SHARPY

Zero-degree white beam

Zoomed white beam

Pure-red parallel beam

Frosted beam

Rotating prism

Split colors +prism
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SEE ON

A CLEAN, EVEN BEAM, SHAPED AND FRAMED 
WITH QUICK, SILENT EFFICIENCY

The Alpha Profile 700 is the only 700W automated spotlight with fram-
ing system available on the market. Fitted with a Philips Mini-Fast-
Fit discharge lamp, it offers a light output comparable to that of a 
regular 1200W fixture. The stand-out feature of the Alpha Profile 700 
is its excellent optical group with 7.5- 55º zoom and perfectly even 
projection field. The impressive (patent-pending) Stay-Sharp-Zoom 
function keeps images in continuous focus while zooming from one 
beam angle to another, even when projected effects are located on 
different focal planes. Focal distances have been optimised so both 
the edges of the beam blades and the projected image remain in 
simultaneous focus. The system enables projected triangles and 
quadrangles of all shapes and sizes. Programming is enormously 
simplified, thanks to the color macros and the Dyna-Cue-Creator 
function (soon available), enabling endless sophisticated combina-
tions of editable graphic effects.
Alpha Profile 700 has the full range of features considered indispen-
sable in a top-level professional luminaire. In addition, it displays the 
same characteristics that have earned the Clay Paky 700 series inter-
national acclaim: compact, lightweight design; speed of movement 
and effects acceleration; and greater brightness than higher wattage 
projectors. Alpha Profile 700 has been developed with theatres and 
TV studios in mind; the decibel rating has been reduced to a very 
low 42 dBA (40 dBA in ‘half power’ mode); the linear CTO system 
provides a wide range of color shades, with a perfect simulation of 
halogen sources in its warm area.

ALPHA PROFILE 700
THE WORLD’S FIRST 700W BEAM-SHAPING SYSTEM
code C61365

Highly commended at the 2010 PLASA Awards 
of Innovation for its high level of engine-
ering, and ‘allowing designers to be more 
creative on a smaller scale’.

SIZE & WEIGHT 31,5 Kg (69 lbs 5 oz)
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MAIN FEATURES
• Light source: Mini Fast-Fit, single-ended 700 W discharge lamp
• Nominal lamp life: 750 hours
• Power supply: 100-240 V; 50/60 Hz (automatic switching)
• Power consumption: 1050 VA at 230V, 50 Hz (PFC electronic ballast)
• Power saving mode: 400 W
• HQ optical group (patent pending)
• Zoom: linear from 11° to 55° - additional very narrow 7.5° aperture
• Stay-Sharp-Zoom function for automatic focusing (patent-pending)
• Patented framing system, with single blade ‘total curtain’ effect
• CMY color-mixing system + 8 fixed color wheel
• Linear CTO (2,500 – 7,200K)
• 7 rotating gobos + 9-facet rotating prism
• Interchangeable frost filter
• Special 16-blade iris
• Mechanical shutter and adjustable speed strobe effect
• Hybrid dimmer (100-50% electronic, 50% to zero mechanical)
• Three-phase high-speed motors
• Control channels: 41

www.claypaky.it/en/promo/multimedia/alpha-profile-700-teaser
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oOA6JV8cprE
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Alpha Profile 700 gener-
ates 42 dBA only making 
it ideal for use in theatres 
and studios

ROTATING GOBOS Ø 25.7 mm, image Ø 23.5 mm

086405/001 086404/001 086403/001085531/001 086401/001086402/001086406/001

+ 45

Stay-Sharp-Zoom: the operator no longer has to worry 
about losing the sharpness of the projection.

11°

55°

triangle slicesquare rectangle diamond

open curtain closed curtain

curtain 1 half circle

curtain 2 ribbon square-corner
 trapezium

trapezium

Alpha Profile 700 features a precision micromechanics framing system that ensures perfect repeatability and does away with continuous 
manual adjustments.

Framing system rotation on 90°
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THE WORLD’S FIRST MOVING WASHLIGHT 
WITH AUTHENTIC XENON STROBING
Shotlight Wash is a totally new kind of projector that combines an 
extraordinary 1500W washlight with a 1500W Xenon strobe in a single 
device. The most striking thing about Shotlight is how the two wash 
and strobe functions are perfectly integrated and can be controlled 
either simultaneously or separately. The control electronics are also 
unique with their perfectly integrated design. The Shotlight’s wash 
section is based on the familiar Alpha Wash 1500 while the luminaire 
incorporates two semi-circular Xenon strobe lamps fitted around the 
fixture’s front lens. These two lamps work independently; they can 
either flash together or separately at different frequencies. 

• The most powerful moving head on the market with a combined 
   potential power of approximately 3000 W
• Unique combination of wash and strobe allows stunning new    
   looks including colored, motorized strobing and blinder effects 
   with adjustable frequency
• Continuous and auto-fade blinder effects including a range of 
   special pre-sets
• New strobe design: two semi-circular Xenon lamps (1500W each, 
   500 hrs) can be flashed independently to create special new 
   strobe effects

SHOTLIGHT WASH
AN EXPLOSION OF LIGHT AND ENERGY

SIZE & WEIGHT

code C61370

MAIN FEATURES
• Washlight: identical to the Clay Paky Alpha Wash 1500 fixture 
   (please refer to the catalogue or web site for details)
• Strobe section: 2 semi-circular Xenon lamps, 1500W each 
   (lamp life: 500 hours)
• Special shape mirror reflector
• Each lamp is individually operated
• 0-100% intensity control with blinder effect
• Flash rate: 0-16 Hz
• Automatic overheat protection
• Automatic black-out in case of unstable frequency
• Pre-set strobe effects and strobe/wash effects
• Input power: wash=2000VA; strobe=3000VA
• Power supplies available: 200-240V; 50/60 Hz
• Control channels: max 29

The 3 lamps are independent and offer several operating combinations
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46.5 Kg (102 lbs 5 oz)

PHOTOMETRICS (wash function only)

Minimum Zoom  lux (fc)
Maximum Zoom lux (fc)

Standard (5.3° - 34.7° at 50%; 10.8° - 74.2° at 10%)

4
2
0
2
4
6

6

8

8

10

10

Maximum Zoom

Minimum Zoom

Distance  m (ft in) 0 10 20 30 40(32’10”) (65’7”) (98’5”) (131’3”)

 lux (fc)

Minimum Zoom with diffuser lens (7,0° 50% - 13,4° 10%)

4
2
0
2
4
6

6

8

8
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10

Distance  m (ft in) 0 10 20 30 40(32’10”) (65’7”) (98’5”) (131’3”)

14050 3513 1561 878(1305) (326) (145) (81.6)0

Distance  m (ft in) 0 10 20 30 40(32’10”) (65’7”) (98’5”) (131’3”)

lux (fc)

Minimum Zoom with Ovalizer filter (X and Y axis)

4
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Y Axis

X Axis

 40750  (3786) 10188 (946) 4528 (421) 2547 (237)0

0Diameter 50% m (ft in)
0Diameter 10% m (ft in)

0.92 1.84 2.75 3.67(3’0”) (6’0”) (9’0”) (12’1”)
1.90 3.80 5.69 7.59(6’3”) (12’5”) (18’8”) (24’11”)

 666 (61.8) 166 (15.5) 74 (6.87) 42 (3.86)0

0Diameter 50% m (ft in)
0Diameter 10% m (ft in)

6.26 12.51 18.77 25.02(20’6”) (41’1”) (61’7”) (82’1”)
15.14 30.27 45.41 60.54(49’8”) (99’4”) (149’0”) (198’8”)

5.3°
10.8°

74.2° 34.7°

 17625 (1637) 4406 (409) 1985 (182) 1102 (102)0

0Diameter 50% m (ft in)
0Diameter 10% m (ft in)

1.22 2.44 3.65 4.87(4’0”) (8’0”) (12’0”) (16’0”)
2.35 4.70 7.04 9.39(7’8”) (15’5”) (23’1”) (30’10”)

0Diameter 50% m (ft in)
0Diameter 10% m (ft in)

1.36 2.72 4.08 5.44(4’6”) (8’11”) (13’5”) (17’10”)
3.32 6.64 9.96 13.28(10’11”) (21’9”) (32’8”) (43’7”)

0Diameter 50% m (ft in)
0Diameter 10% m (ft in)

0.92 1.84 2.76 3.68(3’0”) (6’0”) (9’1”) (12’1”)
1.88 3.76 5.64 7.52(6’2”) (12’4”) (18’6”) (24’8”)

7.0°13.4°

7.8°
18.9°

5.3°10.7°

SEE ON www.claypaky.it/en/promo/multimedia/shotlight-wash-teaser
www.youtube.com/watch?v=86_5xtlCHUE
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SEE ON

Have you ever wanted remote access to all your fixtures’ set-up men-
us from a single location? Or preferred to set parameters via a com-
puter or a handheld device? Clay Paky’s new Web Server firmware 
makes it all possible – using networks and bi-directional communica-
tion. Available with all Clay Paky Alpha 1500s, Alpha 700s as well as 
the Sharpy, Web Server allows you to access fixture menus and set 
parameters for each luminaire via a web page on a computer. 
Web Server displays the entire menu for each projector providing 
helpful information such as lamp working hours, software version 
and other information normally only accessible via the the on-board 
menu. Furthermore, it can be used to set parameters such as DMX 
address and other operating options. Another key reason to use the 

Web Server is that it allows new firmware to be updated directly from 
a computer without the use of the Firmware Uploader kit.
Connections as well as use are extremely simple. Just connect the 
projector to any computer or router using an Ethernet cable, and 
follow the instructions that you will find on our website (go to www.
claypaky.it/en/download and select “web server” in the drop-down 
menu.)

WEB SERVER

The Alpha luminaires abound in powerful spectacular devices. 
For this reason, they can be complex machines to use. However, 
Clay Paky has created a tool to make the user’s work easier: the ‘Dy-
na-Cue-Creator’ function. In other spotlights a “macro” channel only 
amounts to a selection of static projections, but in the Alpha Spot 
HPE 1500s (and soon in the Alpha Profile 700) it is a library of dy-
namic – often three-dimensional – animations that lighting designers 
find easy to use in their shows. The ‘Dyna-Cue-Creator’ is the result of 
meticulous artistic research: the zoom, focus, iris and dimmer func-
tions are combined and synchronized with each other in many differ-
ent ways that may be customized by lighting designers (combining 
with colors, gobos, speed and other effects). The ‘Dyna-Cue-Creator’ 

is made possible due to the autofocus’ extremely rapid and constant 
adjustments; lighting designers no longer have to program continu-
ous focus corrections with benefits that are particularly evident in the 
most complex cues, where the gobo, focus and zoom angles change 
simultaneously. These macros can be used with individual projectors 
or as part of a series of projectors. In automatic mode, the random 
option makes more than one projector use the same macro in a syn-
chronized way. You do not have to manage phase shifts because 
synchronization is controlled automatically by the projector and not 
from the console. The only decision you have to make is whether to 
apply the macros to one projector or a group of projectors.

www.claypaky.it/en/promo/multimedia/dyna-cue-creator
www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4hyVarm8OQ

DYNA-CUE-CREATOR 
A MAGIC TOOL EXPLOITING THE ARTISTIC POWER OF YOUR  LUMINAIRE  
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MIRAGE QC
CABLE-FREE QUICK-CONNECT SYSTEM  

Mirage QC, Clay Paky’s new semi-transparent LED display, presents 
an innovative and patented mounting and connection system that 
makes LED walls of all sizes even safer and quicker to install.

IP65-protected for outdoor use, the Mirage QC is made for touring 
applications demanding the simplest possible installation. Its bayo-
net system is specifically designed to allow mechanical and electrical 
mounting of two panels in a single, simple step – no tools needed. 
Rows of panels can also be attached horizontally with the help of 
quick and simple safety systems.  

Using this revolutionary attachment system, it takes just minutes to 
mount and dismount an entire LED wall, eliminating the need for ac-
cessories such as wires, connectors or hooks. It not only reduces 
labour, it also dramatically simplifies stock. 

VIDEO DISPLAY MAIN FEATURES
• Pixel Pitch: 20 mm (0.79 in)
• LED type: High-brightness full-colour SMD
• Resolution: 32 x 32 pixel per module (total: 1024 pixel) 
• LED density: 2.500 LED/sqm
• Luminous flux: 2.350 cd/sqm (NIT)
• LED lifetime: 50,000 hrs
• Colours: 16.7 million with additive RGB colour mixing
• Input video maximum resolution: 1024 x 768 pixel
• Viewing angle: 170°
• Power supply: AC 220-240 V, 50/60 Hz
• Dedicated interface (Sender Box) for video signal distribution and 
   screen configuration.
• Software functions: display configuration, intensity adjustment, 
   colour calibration, content management and system settings. 

MAIN MECHANICAL FEATURES
Module size: 640 x 640 x 70.5 mm (25.20 x 25.20 x 2.78 in)• 
Module weight: 6 kg (13 lbs 3 oz)• 
Weight per square meter: 15 Kg (33 lbs)• 
Protection grade: IP65 (front and rear)• 
Supported load (vertical): 100 Kg / 220 lbs (17 modules)• 
New rack-mounted touring-proof controller• 

www.claypaky.it/en/promo/multimedia/mirage
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCxPcEmbRok

Mirage QC. The world’s first cable-free, 
quick-connect LED display.
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safety lock

Truss hangers

safety lock

side connectorvertical connector vertical connector

protection lid

female (bottom) male (top)

vertical locking block

Top Power and Data derivation box

Top bar joint

Power and Data connection block

Plugged and unplugged Data transmission (bottom panels only)

Example of assembling process Connection of 4 led modules
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SAFE AND EASY TO HANDLE
• Rounded edges (20 mm radius) facilitate handling and prevent 
   injury
• Top-quality butterfly latches, spring-loaded and recessed
• Recessed, spring-loaded handles with chunky, easy grip
• All surfaces perfectly flush with no protruding parts, optimizing use   
   of space during transport or storage
• Size and dimensions optimized for loading onto trucks
• Flight cases can be stored upright or on their side without any 
   damage to their contents
• Protective molded foam shells available for Clay Paky models

ROXTER-CASE
HIGH-TECH FLIGHT CASES OFFER TOUGHER PROTECTION

Flight cases are an essential tool for protecting lighting fixtures from 
the rigours of shipping and touring. 
For its own moving lights, Clay Paky has designed a range of flight 
cases built with the same spirit of innovation and ruggedness.
The new Clay Paky Roxter-Case uses modern materials and tech-
nologies to solve the complex, and often contradictory, challenges 

faced by touring personnel today – the flight case had to be tough 
and robust yet at the same time easy to handle and lightweight.
Superior quality has been certified by strict compliance with ATA 
standards for commercial shipping. Each detail has been studied 
with reference to how Clay Paky lights are used and handled in the 
touring world.

TOUGH, TOP-QUALITY BUILD
• Heavy-duty ball corners made of tough ABS and nylon composite   
   to absorb shocks and prevent damage
• Wide aluminum corner profiles (50 mm) reinforce against falls and 
   impacts.
• Sturdy, crushproof cage structure formed by aluminum and ABS 
   corners firmly bolted together
• Tough, weatherproof shell made from treated pine plywood
• Plywood panels securely glued into deep 25 mm groove without 
   rivets to ensure a tight waterproof seal with rubber gaskets
• 2 swivel casters + 2 swivel casters with brakes, with 40 mm blue 
   rubber tread – smooth, quiet operation and resistant to heat and 
   chemicals
• Registered and patent-pending design

Internal view with and without foam shell

Code F21210 Roxter-Case for 1 Alpha 1500 (with 1 foam shell + wheels)
Code F21218 Roxter-Case for 2 Alpha 1200 / Halo 1200 (with 2 foam shells + wheels)
Code F21215 Roxter-Case for 2 Alpha 575 / 1000 (with 2 foam shells + wheels)                     
Code F21207 Roxter-Case for 2 Alpha Profile 700 (with 2 foam shells + wheels)    
Code F21205 Roxter-Case for 2 Alpha 300 / Alpha 700  (with 2 foam shells + wheels)
Code F21200 Roxter-Case for 4 Sharpy (with 4 foam shells + wheels)

An essential tool for protecting your 
lighting fixtures
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Crushproof cage structure 
in aluminium and ABS

2 swivel casters + 2 swivel casters with brakes

Heavy-duty ball corners 
in ABS and nylon

50x50mm corner profile.
All outer edges are rounded 
with a radius of 20 mm

Multi-position lid bar

TOP-quality butterfly latches, 
spring-loaded and recessed

Recessed, spring-loaded 
handles

45-degree clamp 
bolts (patent-pend-
ing) anchoring the 
corners
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CLAY PAKY S.p.A.

I - 24068 Seriate (BG) - Via Pastrengo, 3/b

Phone +39 035 654311 - Fax +39 035 301876

www.claypaky.it - cp.info@claypaky.it UNI EN ISO 9001
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